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1. Introduction 

Mobile correspondences administrations have encountered striking development, and among these, administrations giving Internet 

access from mobile terminals are consistently expanding by a huge number of supporters every day. In Japan, the third-era mobile 

interchanges framework, IMT-2000, was propelled in 2001. The principle objectives of IMT-2000 administrations are to give 

excellent sight and sound administrations at pace up to 2 Mbit/s, to give a worldwide meandering administration crossing mobile 

interchanges bearers around the world, and to empower advancements to be inspected by a coalition of broadcast communications 

models setting bodies. Different remote access advancements that are additionally under scrutiny incorporate MMAC and 

HIPERLAN/2, which can give significantly quicker administrations at rates on the request of 10 Mbit/s. Mobile interchanges appear to 

enter a period of veritable fast, wide zone correspondences.  

The expanding number of convenient PCs, joined with the development of remote administrations, makes supporting Internet 

versatility vital. Numerous scientists have arrived at the conclusion that IP is the right layer to actualize the essential portability 

support. The best test for supporting portability at IP layer is taking care of location changes. At the end of the day, it is required to 

keep continuous associations among hubs when they change their IP addresses amid the development. Mobile IP has been outlined 

inside the IETF to serve the necessities of the blossoming populace of mobile PC clients who wish to interface with the Internet and 

keep up correspondences as they move from spot to put. The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a dominating convention in the 

Internet administration. The TCP/IP convention was initially intended for altered Internet without versatility as a primary concern. 

With the expansion of versatility requests, it is vital to see how TCP execution is influenced over different existing portability 

conventions, which can thus plan new conventions or seek after enhancements.  

Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4) is a well-known versatility convention utilized as a part of the current IPv4 systems. With the cutting edge 

Internet IPv6 rising, the Mobile IPv6 convention is intended to manage portability and to beat a few issues endured by MIPv4. In spite 

of the fact that MIPv6 offers numerous components with MIPv4, there exist a few contrasts. The distinction in general throughput of 

MIPv4 contrasted with MIPv6 is generally corresponding to the distinction in bundle size ascribed to IPv6's expanded header size. 

Mobile IP amplifies IP by permitting the mobile PC to have two locations, one for distinguishing proof, and the other for steering. We 

can plot the operation of the essential mobile IP convention (MIPv4) as takes after: Mobility operators send specialist promotion 

messages. In the wake of getting a specialist promotion, a mobile hub can figure out if it is joined to the home system or to a remote 

system. At the point when a mobile hub is connected to a remote system, it acquires a consideration of location on that outside system. 

The mobile hub enrolls its consideration of location with its home operator, as appeared in Figure 1. The home operator gets all 

datagrams stretched to the mobile hub's place of residence and passages them to the mobile hub's consideration of location. Mobile IP 

still has numerous things that should be chipped away at and upgraded, for example, the security issue and the steering issue. The 

IETF has been chipping away at the issues which had been found on MIPv4 convention. IPv6 is gotten from IPv4 and from multiple 
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points of view like it. Accordingly, the IETF Mobile IP working gathering's present convention outline for versatility of IPv4 hubs 

could be adjusted for use in IPv6, with just the clear changes expected to oblige contrasts amongst IPv4 and IPv6, for example, the 

extent of locations. The most unmistakable contrast is that IPv6 locations are every one of the 128 bits in length, rather than 32 bits in 

length as in IPv4.  

 

 
Figure 1: Registration overview 

 

Mobile IPv6 permits a mobile hub to move starting with one connection then onto the next without changing the mobile hub's IP 

address. A mobile hub is constantly addressable by its "place of residence". Parcels might be directed to the mobile hub utilizing this 

location paying little mind to the mobile hub's present purpose of connection to the Internet, and the mobile hub may keep on 

communicating with different hubs (stationary or mobile) in the wake of moving to another connection. The development of a mobile 

hub far from its home connection is subsequently straightforward to transport and higher-layer conventions and applications. 

Nonetheless, the execution of MIPv6, particularly in correlation with MIPv4 has not yet been broadly researched. In this paper, we 

present an investigation of Mobile IPv6 execution thought about the extra load brought on as a result of giving versatility as the web 

deferral is changed. A PC reenactment model is utilized to reproduce Mobile IPv6. The extra load are the time and work required to 

handle the additional bundles (restricting overhaul, restricting solicitation, burrowed parcels and so forth.) created keeping in mind the 

end goal to give portability.  

Whatever is left of this paper is sorted out as takes after. Area 2 audits the base Mobile IPv4, with its essential operations and the 

issues that have been found in it. Segment 3 demonstrates the portability support in Mobile IPv6 and gives the examination of its 

execution utilizing a PC reenactment model. In segment 4, we plot the primary contrasts between Mobile IPv4 and Mobile IPv6 in 

supporting portability. Segment 5 is for conclusions and future work.  

 

2. Mobile IPv4 Overview  

IP variant 4 accept that a hub's IP address remarkably recognizes the hub's purpose of connection to the Internet.  

In this way, a hub must be situated on the system showed by its IP address keeping in mind the end goal to get datagrams bound to it; 

generally, datagrams bound to the hub would be undeliverable. For a hub to change its purpose of connection without losing its 

capacity to impart, as of now one of the two after components should normally be utilized:  

1. The hub must change its IP address at whatever point it changes its purpose of connection.  

2. Host-particular courses must be engendered all through a significant part of the Internet directing fabric.  

Both of these choices are frequently inadmissible. The principal makes it inconceivable for a hub to keep up transport and higher layer 

associations when the hub changes area. The second has clear and extreme scaling issues, particularly applicable considering the 

hazardous development in offers of journal (mobile) PCs. Another, versatile, component is required for obliging hub portability inside 

the Internet.  

 

2.1. Mobile IPv4 Basic Operations  

Mobile IP is a method for performing three related capacities:  

• Agent Discovery: Mobility operators publicize their accessibility on every connection for which they give administration.  

• Registration: When the mobile hub is far from home, it enlists its consideration of location with its home operator.  

• Tunneling: all together for datagrams to be conveyed to the mobile hub when it is far from home, the home operator needs to burrow 

the datagrams to the consideration of location. The accompanying will give an unpleasant layout of operation of the mobile IP 

convention, making utilization of the previously mentioned operations. Figure 1 might be utilized to imagine the parts played by the 

substances.  

Versatility operators make themselves known by sending specialist notice messages. A restless mobile hub may alternatively request 

an operator notice message. In the wake of getting a specialist commercial, a mobile hub figures out if it is on its home system or a 

remote system. A mobile hub fundamentally works like some other hub on its home system when it is at home. At the point when a 
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mobile hub moves far from its home system, it gets a consideration of location on the remote system, for occasion, by requesting or 

listening for specialist notices, or reaching Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) or Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP).  

While far from home, the mobile hub enrolls each new care-of location with its home specialist, conceivably by method for a remote 

operator. Datagrams sent to the mobile hub's personal residence are captured by its home specialist, burrowed by its home operator to 

the consideration of location, got at the passage endpoint (at either a remote operator or the mobile hub itself), lastly conveyed to the 

mobile hub.  

In the converse course, datagrams sent by the mobile hub are by and large conveyed to their goal utilizing standard IP directing 

instruments, not as a matter of course going through the home specialist. At the point when the home operator burrows a datagram to 

the consideration of location, the inward IP header goal (i.e., the mobile hub's street number) is adequately protected from interceding 

switches between its home system and its present area. At the consideration of location, the first datagram exits from the passage and 

is conveyed to the mobile hub. 

It is the employment of each home operator to pull in and catch datagrams that are bound to the place of residence of any of its 

enrolled mobile hubs. The home specialist fundamentally does this by utilizing a minor departure from intermediary Address 

Resolution Protocol (ARP), and to do as such in the common model it needs to have a system interface on the connection 

demonstrated by the mobile hub's personal residence. Notwithstanding, the last prerequisite is not part of the mobile IP detail. At the 

point when outside operators are being used, comparably, the common model of operation proposes that the mobile hub have the 

capacity to set up a connection with its remote specialist.  

Notice that, if the home operator is the main switch promoting reachability to the home system, yet there is no physical connection 

instantiating the home system, then all datagrams transmitted to mobile hubs tended to on that home system will normally achieve the 

home specialist with no unique connection operations. Figure 2 represents the directing of datagrams to and from a mobile hub far 

from home, once the mobile hub has enlisted with its home specialist. The mobile hub is ventured to utilize a consideration of location 

gave by the remote operator.  

A datagram to the mobile hub touches base on the home system by means of standard IP directing. The datagram is blocked by the 

home operator and is burrowed to the consideration of location, as portrayed by the bolt experiencing the tube. The datagram is 

detunneled and conveyed to the mobile hub.  

 

 
Figure 2: Mobile IP overview 

 

For datagrams sent by the mobile hub, standard IP steering conveys each to its goal. In the figure, the outside operator is the mobile 

hub's default switch. 

 

2.2. Problems of Mobile IPv4 

Mobile IP still has many items that need to be worked on and enhanced such as the security issue and the routing issue. The IETF has 

been working on the problems which had been found on the base Mobile IP protocol. 

1. Triangle Routing: As noted above, datagrams going to the mobile node have to travel through the home agent when the mobile node 

is away from home, but datagrams from the mobile node to other stationary Internet nodes can be routed directly to their destinations. 

This additional routing, called triangle routing, is generally far from optimal, especially in cases when the correspondent node is very 

close to the mobile node (see Figure 3) Route Optimization is the protocol suggested to eliminate the triangle routing problem and is 

described in the next section. 

2.Duplicating Fields in "IP Within IP": To encapsulate the datagram, we put the original datagram inside another IP envelope, then the 

whole packet consists of the outer IP header plus the original datagram. The fields in the outer IP header add too much overhead to the 

final datagram -¬several fields are duplicated from the inner IP header. This waste of unnecessary space is uneconomical. Minimal 

encapsulation scheme is defined to overcome this problem and becomes another option to encapsulate the datagram. Instead of 

inserting a new header, the original header is modified to reflect the care-of address, and in between the modified IP header and 

unmodified IP payload, a minimal forwarding header is inserted to store the original source address and original destination address. 

When the foreign agent tries to decapsulate, it will simply restore the fields in the forwarding header to the IP header, and remove the 
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minimal forwarding header. There is a restriction to the use of this encapsulation method. If the original datagram is already 

fragmented, then minimal encapsulation must not be used since there is no room left to store fragmentation information. 

3.Fragility: Although single home agent model is simple and easy to configure, it has the disadvantage of fragility. The mobile node 

becomes unreachable once the home agent breaks down. One possible solution is to support multiple home agents. If one conventional 

home agent fails, there are still other home agents who can take over the duty and route the datagram to the mobile node. 

4.Dogleg Routing: If a mobile node happens to move to the same subnetwork as its correspondent node that wants to send it 

datagrams, this is what will happen in order for the datagram to be received by the mobile node, based on the base Mobile IP protocol: 

the correspondent node will send the datagram all the way to the mobile node's home agent, which may be a half globe away; its home 

specialist will then forward the datagram to its consideration of location, which may very well take a half second to reach if the 

datagram is sent specifically from the journalist hub. This sort of "roundabout directing" is wasteful and undesirable. The push to 

characterize expansions to the operation of the base Mobile IP to take into account the advancement of datagram steering from a 

journalist hub to a mobile hub has been made by the Mobile IP working gathering of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The 

key way to deal with course advancement is as per the following: Binding store containing the versatility authoritative of mobile 

node(s) is accommodated the hub that searches for streamlining its own particular correspondence with mobile hubs. Along these 

lines, the reporter hub has an approach to monitor where the mobile node(s) is. So when the time comes that the reporter hub wishes to 

send a datagram to the mobile hub, it can send the datagram specifically to the goal address, taking out the "crisscross" directing. The 

methods for the mobile hub's past outside operator to be advised of the mobile hub's new area is given. This component permits 

datagrams in flight to the mobile hub's past outside operator to be diverted to its present location.  

5.Security Issues: The most squeezing extraordinary issue confronting Mobile IP is that of security. A lot of consideration is being 

centered on making Mobile IP exist together with the security highlights coming into utilization inside the Internet. Firewalls, 

specifically cause trouble for Mobile IP since they obstruct all classes of approaching bundles that don't meet determined criteria. 

Undertaking firewalls are regularly arranged to square parcels from entering by means of the Internet that seem to exude from interior 

PCs. Despite the fact that this grants administration of inner Internet hubs without extraordinary thoughtfulness regarding security, it 

presents challenges for mobile hubs wishing to speak with different hubs inside their home enterprise networks. Such 

correspondences, beginning from the mobile hub, convey the mobile hub's personal residence and would along these lines be hindered 

by the firewall.  

6.Routing Inefficiencies: The base Mobile IP determination has the impact of bringing a passage into the steering way took after by 

parcels sent by the journalist hub to the mobile hub. Parcels from the mobile hub, then again, can go straightforwardly to the journalist 

hub with no burrowing required. This asymmetry is caught by the term triangle steering, where a solitary leg of the triangle goes from 

the mobile hub to the reporter hub, and the home operator shapes the third vertex controlling the way taken by information from the 

journalist hub to the mobile hub. Triangle steering is mitigated by utilization of course enhancement, however doing as such requires 

changes in the journalist hubs that will take quite a while to convey for IPv4. 

It is trusted that triangle directing won't be an element for IPv6 portability. 

 

 
Figure 3: Triangle routing 

 

3.1. Mobile IPv6 Basic Operations  

In Mobile IPv6, mobile hub ought to allocate three IPv6 locations to their system interface(s) in any event at whatever point they are 

meandering far from their home subnet. One is its street number, which is for all time doled out to the mobile hub similarly as any IP 

hub. The second address is the mobile hub's present connection residential location. The third address, known as the mobile hub's 

consideration of location, which is connected with the mobile hub just while going by a specific outside subnet. The relationship 

between a mobile hub's personal residence and its consideration of location, alongside the rest of the lifetime of that affiliation, is 

known as an official. The focal information structure utilized as a part of Mobile IPv6 is a store of mobile hub ties, kept up by each 

IPv6 hub, known as a coupling reserve. While far from home, a mobile hub registers with a switch in its home subnet, asking for this 

switch to work as the home operator for the mobile hub. While it has a home enlistment section in its coupling store, the home 

specialist utilizes intermediary neighbor revelation to capture any IPv6 parcels tended to the mobile hub's place of residence on the 
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home subnet, and passages each caught bundle to the mobile hub's essential consideration of location showed in this coupling reserve 

passage. To burrow the parcel, the home specialist typifies it utilizing IPv6 epitome.  

Moreover, Mobile IPv6 gives a component to IPv6 reporter hubs speaking with a mobile hub to progressively take in the mobile hub's 

official. The journalist hub adds this authoritative to its coupling reserve. At the point when sending a parcel to any IPv6 goal, a hub 

checks its coupling store for a passage for the bundle's goal address, and if a reserved authoritative for this location is found, the hub 

courses the parcel straightforwardly to the mobile hub at the consideration of location demonstrated in this official; this directing uses 

an IPv6 steering header rather than IPv6 embodiment (The home operator can't utilize a steering header, since adding one to the parcel 

at the home specialist would discredit the validation in any IPv6 verification header incorporated into the bundle by the journalist 

hub). On the off chance that no coupling store passage is found, the reporter hub rather sends the bundle regularly (with no directing 

header), and the parcel is then captured and burrowed by the mobile hub's home operator as portrayed previously. Mobile IPv6 

presents four new IPv6 goal choices to permit a mobile hub's home specialist and journalist hubs learn and store the mobile hub's 

authoritative as takes after:  

• Binding Update: A coupling overhaul alternative is utilized by a mobile hub to advise a journalist hub or the mobile hub's home 

specialist of its present official. The coupling redesign sent to the mobile hub's home operator to enlist its essential consideration of 

location is set apart as a "home enrollment" as appeared in Figure 4.  

• Binding Acknowledgement: A binding affirmation choice is utilized to recognize receipt of a coupling overhaul, if an affirmation 

was asked for in the coupling redesign, as appeared in Figure 5.  

• Binding Request: A coupling demand choice is utilized to ask for a mobile hub to send to the asking for hub a coupling overhaul 

containing the mobile hub's present authoritative. This alternative is normally utilized by a journalist hub to invigorate a reserved 

authoritative for a mobile hub, when the stored restricting is in dynamic utilize however the coupling's lifetime is near close.  

• Home Address: A place of residence alternative is utilized as a part of a parcel sent by a mobile hub to advise the beneficiary of that 

bundle of the mobile hub's personal residence. At the point when a mobile hub sends a bundle while far from home, it will set the 

source address in the parcel's IPv6 header to one of its present consideration of locations, and will likewise incorporate a "personal 

residence" goal alternative in the bundle, giving the mobile hub's place of residence. Counting the personal residence choice in every 

bundle, the sending mobile hub can convey its street number to the reporter hub getting this parcel, permitting the utilization of the 

consideration of location to be straightforward over the Mobile  

IPv6 bolster level (e. g., at the vehicle layer). The incorporation of a street number choice in a bundle influences just the reporter hub's 

receipt of this single parcel; no state is made or altered in the journalist hub as an aftereffect of accepting a place of residence 

alternative in a bundle. On the off chance that the tend to the coupling is equivalent to the personal residence of the mobile hub, the 

coupling upgrade alternative demonstrates that any current authoritative for the mobile hub must be erased.  

 

 
Figure 4: Binding update destination option format 

 

 
Figure 5: Binding acknowledgment destination option format 
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3.2. Reproduction of Mobile IPv6  

In this reproduction, the execution of Mobile IPv6 is dissected as far as the overhead time brought about to bolster portability (in 

transmitting control messages (restricting overhauls, restricting solicitations, restricting recognizes, switch ads) and burrowed bundles 

from source to goal. To reproduce MobileIPv6, a theoretical Internet, comprising of five systems is considered. Every system, thusly 

comprises of three hosts and one switch. We have considered the greater part of the systems to utilize star topology. An IP address 

design, comprising of a system number took after by a host counterbalance id is utilized. Figure 6 demonstrates the interconnections of 

the systems.  

The Internet is instated by relegating locations to the switches and has and setting up directing tables. The procedure line is instated to 

contain two fundamental occasions, host development and transmission demand. As occasions are prepared, they plan different 

occasions, which are again put into the line. This popping and pushing of occasions proceeds for the season of reproduction. The 

mobile hub, the outside system, and the asking for hub are arbitrarily chosen. The quantity of bundles to be sent is likewise 

haphazardly chosen. Exponential circulation is utilized to compute the distinctive deferrals, for example, Internet delays (parcels delay 

between two systems), Intranet delays (bundle delay between a switch and its host).  

When one period of transmission is finished, the mobile hub comes back to its home system and the entire procedure of haphazardly 

selecting the mobile and asking for hubs, and the outside system is rehashed. Every one of the systems in the recreation are thought to 

be indistinguishable and equidistant and the hosts are indistinguishable. Clog, impacts, blunder checking, and security issues won't be 

mulled over on the grounds that it is seen that they are not going to assume an immediate part in our calculations. The accompanying 

parameters are utilized as a part of the investigation:  

• Percentage of Encapsulated Packets: The quantity of the exemplified parcels isolated by the aggregate number of transmitted bundles 

and duplicated by 100.  

• Packet Delay: The time taken by a parcel to reach from one system to the next.  

• Percentage of the Additional Routing Time: The time devoured in transmitting the versatility messages (restricting overhaul, 

restricting solicitations) separated by the aggregate transmission time and duplicated by 100.  

In Figure 7, the mean bundle deferral is plotted versus the rate of the typified bundles. Note from the assume that, as the parcel delay 

diminishes the rate of the typified bundles additionally diminishes, this is on the grounds that when the bundle delay time diminishes, 

parcels will achieve the home specialist speedier, the coupling upgrade will achieve the journalist hub prior, and transmission to the 

consideration of location will start prior, diminishing the quantity of the exemplified bundles.  

The quantity of typified bundles versus all out number of transmitted parcels for steady bundle postponement is plotted in Figure 8. It 

can be seen that, expanding or diminishing the quantity of transmitted parcels has no impact on the quantity of epitomized bundles. 

This takes after from the way that, parcels is exemplified just from the home specialist to the mobile hub when the journalist hub does 

not have the mobile hub's consideration of location and this happens just in the start of the transmission from the reporter hub to the 

mobile hub, once the journalist hub gets the consideration of location of the mobile hub, it will utilize it for next transmission and no 

bundles will be epitomized. At that point, the quantity of the embodied parcels does not rely on upon the quantity of transmitted 

bundles.  

Figure 9 plots the parcel delay versus the extra steering time for directing versatility messages. It demonstrates that, expanding the 

bundle delay prompts expanding in the extra directing time. This originates from the way that, expanding the parcel delay implies that 

the portability messages (restricting overhaul, restricting acknowledgement...) will achieve late, bringing on increment in the extra 

steering time expected to course versatility messages. 

 

 
Figure 6: A hypothetical Internet with 5 networks (NW) 
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Figure 7:

Figure 8: No. of transmitted packets vs. no. of encaps. packets

4. Correlation of Mobile IPv4 and Mobile IPv6 

• Packets sent to a mobile hub while far from home in Mobile IPv6 are burrowed utilizing an IPv6 steering header as opposed t

exemplification, though Mobile IPv4 must utilize epitome for all parcels. The utilization of a directing header requires less

header bytes to be added to the parcel, decreasing the overhead of Mobile IP bundle conveyance. 

• No need to convey exceptional switches as "remote operators" as are utilized as a part of Mobile IPv4. Mobile IPv6, mobile 

make utilization of the upgraded components of IPv6, for example, neighbor disclosure and location auto setup. 

•"Route Optimization" method is implicit as a basic piece of Mobile IPv6, as opposed to being included as a discretionary 

arrangement of augmentations that may not be bolstered by all hubs as in Mobile IPv4. This permits direct steering from any journalist 

hub to any mobile hub, without expecting to go through the mobile hub's home system and be sent by its home operator, and alo

these lines wipes out the issue of "triangle directing" present in the base Mobile IPv4 convention. 

•While a mobile hub is far from home, its home operator blocks any bundles for the mobile hub that touch base at the home sys

utilizing IPv6 neighbor revelation as opposed to ARP as is util

•Mobile IPv6 utilizes goal choices which permit all Mobile IPv6 control movement to be piggybacked on any current IPv6 parcel

while Mobile IPv4 and its course enhancement expansions needs isolate UDP bundles for every cont

•Mobile IPv6 permits mobile hubs and Mobile IP to coincide proficiently with switches that perform "entrance sifting". A mobi

now utilizes its consideration of location as the source address in the IP header of parcels it sends, permitt

regularly through entrance separating switches. The mobile hub conveys its street number in a place of residence goal alterna

permitting the utilization of the consideration of location in the parcel to be straightforward over th

•Mobile IPv6 uses IP Security (IPsec) for all security necessities (sender validation, information honesty assurance, and rep

insurance) for restricting overhauls (which serve the part of both enrollment and course advancement in Mobile IPv

IPv4 depends all alone security instruments for these capacities, taking into account statically designed "versatility securi
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•Although Mobile IPv6 empowers wide-zone versatility to be actualized at the IP level, it doesn

access systems, for example, fast handover or paging capacities. 
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now utilizes its consideration of location as the source address in the IP header of parcels it sends, permitt

regularly through entrance separating switches. The mobile hub conveys its street number in a place of residence goal alterna

permitting the utilization of the consideration of location in the parcel to be straightforward over the IP layer. 

•Mobile IPv6 uses IP Security (IPsec) for all security necessities (sender validation, information honesty assurance, and rep
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5. Conclusions and Future Work  

Versatility support in the IP convention has been created by the IETF prompting the Mobile IP convention. Mobile IP has picke

consideration as an innovation that can give versatility to widespread clients autonomously of the entrance system. Presently

variants of Mobile IP are accessible, forms 4 (MIPv4) and 6 (MIPv6). Mobile IPv6 is a convention to manage the cutting edge 

Internet. IP versatility conventions are utilized to adjust IP address changes and roll out the improvements straightforward 

vehicle layers and higher layer conventions. In this paper, we concentrate on the execution of MIPv6 checked the extra work d

because of supporting versatility (work and time required for directing portability messages, for example, restricting ove

restricting solicitation .). A reproduction model has been utilized to reenact MIPv6. The outcomes demonstrate that, expandin

bundle delay time prompts expanding in the quantity of typified parcels, and results likewise in expanding the extra l

system. While, expanding the quantity of transmitted bundles has no impact on the quantity of the exemplified parcels. The re

model was led with a solitary correspondence session and for a restricted period. 

Further work will incorporate into the recreation, contending movement, crashes, transmission mistakes, and the effect of quick 

handover and various leveled Mobile IPv6. Further work may likewise incorporate a propelled reproduction environment, to be 

utilized as a part of accepting, looking at the execution of conventions for IP portability support.
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